Since males and females consistently differ in tooth-crown size, it is practical to employ crownsize diameters for "sexing" recent or archaeological material (DITCH and ROSE, Am J Phys Anthrop, 37:61-64, 1972; CORRUCCINI and HENDERSON, J Dent Res, 55: 713, 1976). The question next arises as to the maximum extent of sex discrimination that is possible with crownsize measurements and indices as well as the minimum number of teeth that are effective in stepwise discriminant analysis.
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We have made use of mesiodistal and buccolingual diameters of the right permanent teeth of 109 white boys and 95 white girls. Odontometric dimensions were measured on an optical digitizing device, the OPTOCOM ( The sexes were systematically better discriminated by the mesiodistal diameters than the buccolingual crown diameters and by the simple crown dimensions as compared with the calculated ratio. Using the mesiodistal diameters of 14 teeth (excepting M3), up to 86% of individuals were correctly classified as to sex. Using the best possible combination of dimensions, up to 87% of boys and girls were correctly sexed by the stepwise discriminant analysis. Maximum discriminatory effectiveness was achieved with as few as six teeth (upper and lower canines, lower second molar, upper and lower lateral incisors, and upper second premolars) using the mesiodistal diameter alone.
These sex assignments, using measurements obtained under optimal conditions and on unworn dentitions, are based on the same individuals included in the stepwise analyses and thus represent maximum discriminatory effectiveness. However, the results suggest that the teeth alone, and relatively few teeth, can be used to "sex" forensic specimens and victims of mass disasters with a degree of success equal to or exceeding that commonly reported for the entire skeleton. 
